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2015 Small Business of the Year Award Recipient- SEVRAR Wins Title
Mesa, AZ- The Mesa Chamber of Commerce held its annual Leadership Awards Dinner
Friday, May 1, 2015 at the Hilton Phoenix/Mesa. Through an extensive application process
the SouthEast Valley Regional Association of REALTORS’® (SEVRAR) received the title and
prestigious honor of winning the Small Business of the Year Award.
The nomination criteria centered on various aspects of an organization’s human resource
program(s), community outreach effort and the overall impact with the Mesa community.
Janet Kane, CEO of SEVRAR emphasized that through strong advocacy efforts SEVRAR helps
to preserve and protect the American dream. “There is a sense of pride and homeownership
when REALTOR® members give their clients keys to their new homes”. In addition, SEVRAR
aims at providing quality education; leadership opportunities and creates worthwhile events
and programs year round for REALTORS who’re serious about their career.
Advocacy, community outreach, and serving as a resource are the important cornerstones of
the organization. As a Not-for-Profit, supporting the American Dream of Home Ownership is
why SEVRAR exits. Protecting the residence and business owners in the southeast valley, by
encouraging good legislation and stopping poor legislation, SEVRAR will continue to be a
valuable partner in the communities it serves.
SEVRAR Video can be viewed at https://youtu.be/BcPGd3v7koo
Pictures of the event, courtesy of Ivan Martinez Photography, can be viewed at
http://www.store.ivanmartinezphotography.biz/Mesa-Chamber-Events/Awards-2015
About SEVRARThe SouthEast Valley Regional Association of REALTORS® (SEVRAR) is located in Mesa, AZ
and serves over 11,000 members in the SE Valley. Our goal is to support the communities in

which our members live, work and play, and together, promote and protect the quality of life
enjoyed throughout the SE Valley. For further information, please visit http://SEVRAR.com
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